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Abstract: This paper develops a dynamic model consisting of two regions

(North and South), in which the accumulation of human capital is negatively

influenced by the global stock of pollution. By characterizing the equilibrium

strategy of each region, we show that the regions’ best responses can be strate-

gic complements through a dynamic complementarity effect.The model is used

to analyze the impact of adaptation assistance from North toSouth. It is shown

that North’s unilateral assistance to South (thus enhancing South’s adaptation

capacity) can facilitate pollution mitigation in both regions, especially when the

assistance is targeted at human capital protection.
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1 Introduction

Global climate change causes damage and this damage can differ greatly be-

tween regions, not only in terms of magnitude, but also in terms of its destructive

nature (IPCC, 2014). The economic damage caused by climate-related disasters

is relatively large in developed regions, but if we are concerned with human

capital then climate change has more impact in less-developed regions.
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Figure 1: Impacts of weather- and climate-related natural disasters through
2003–2013. Source: EM-DAT, the OFDA/CRED International Disaster
Database, Université Catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

In Figure 1 we show the economic and human-related damage peroccur-

rence of climatic disasters over the past eleven years. While the economic dam-

age in Asia and Africa is smaller than or comparable to the economic damage

in Europe and America (Panel (a)), the number of people affected in Asia and

Africa is much larger (Panel (b)). Since human capital cannot be easily re-

stored once it is lost, more frequent and more powerful disasters are likely to

have a negative and long-lasting impact on human capital accumulation in less-

developed regions.

This simple observation is intriguing because it provides alink between cli-

mate damage, economic growth, and mitigation capacity. Since human capital

is an essential driver of sustainable economic growth, the expected loss of hu-

man capital is a serious obstacle for the economic and socialdevelopment in
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climate-sensitive regions. The resulting sluggish development, together with a

chronic shortage of human capital, makes it difficult for these regions to allocate

sufficient financial and human resources to badly-needed mitigation activities.

As Yohe (2001) and Winkler et al. (2007) point out, a country’s ability to im-

plement emission mitigation depends on its level of development, including a

sufficient stock of human capital. Put differently, if the damage from climate

change can be weakened, mitigation capacity will be enhanced in otherwise ill-

equipped regions, thus providing a basis for long-term mitigation efforts at a

global level. Averting climate damage today will help to avert damage in the

future as well.

The most-often discussed policy for averting climate damage is the reduc-

tion of carbon dioxide emission. However, weakening climate damage through

mitigation takes time, while global climate is changing already and the expec-

tation is that this trend will continue due to the inertia of the climate system,

even if the amount of carbon emission were significantly reduced today (IPCC,

2014). Hence, if current and future climate damage is to be reduced, then adap-

tation should play an important role, especially in climate-sensitive regions. The

problem, though, is that for developing countries, many of which are located in

climate-sensitive regions, capital for and knowledge of effective adaptation are

typically unavailable. To make things worse, even modest additional warming

in these countries requires large adjustments to the way people live, while pos-

sible adaptation options are limited by resources and inadequate infrastructure

(World Bank, 2010a). Developing countries, particularly the poorest and most

exposed, therefore require assistance in adapting to the changing climate.

Unfortunately, financial and technological assistance available for develop-

ing countries is small compared to the projected needs. Indeed, World Bank

(2010a) estimates that current financing for adaptation andmitigation is less

than five percent of what may be needed annually by the year 2030. This small

percentage is due, at least in part, to the fact that adaptation assistance is pri-

marily thought of as humanitarian aid, without taking economic aspects into

consideration. In the realm of international politics, where no country can be

forced to cooperate, this lack of perceived economic incentives makes financ-

ing the required assistance more difficult. After all, it does not seem a fair

deal for developed countries to unilaterally make a financial commitment with-

out any promise of mitigation efforts by developing countries. As we show in
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this paper, however, financial aid to enhance adaptation capacity of vulnerable

countries makes good sense, both in terms of efficiency and incentive compat-

ibility. Adaptation assistance, when appropriately designed, makes developing

countries more capable of engaging in mitigation activities in the future. In this

sense, the climate policy discussion can be viewed as ‘adaptation for mitiga-

tion’, not as ‘adaptation or mitigation’.

To formalize this argument, the present paper develops a dynamic model

of a North-South economy where the accumulation process of human capital

is negatively influenced by the global stock of pollution. While South is more

vulnerable to the damage from pollution, North can make a commitment to pro-

vide assistance so that South can protect itself against theexpected damage.

Given the absence of an effective international treaty, both regions are assumed

to behave in a non-cooperative manner. We show the existenceof a Nash equi-

librium and characterize the equilibrium strategy of each region. The short-term

and long-term impacts of adaptation assistance are examined in detail.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to examinethe con-

sequences of human-capital degradation caused by pollution in a dynamic and

strategic environment. In the endogenous growth literature, Ikefuji and Horii

(2012) consider the possible destruction of physical and human capital due to

pollution, but their analysis is based on a single-region model. In a similar con-

text, a North-South framework is introduced by Bretschger and Suphaphiphat

(2014). Although they examine the impact of international financial assistance,

the strategic interaction is absent in their model because their focus is on the

comparison of different policy scenarios. As we shall see shortly, the interac-

tion between human capital and global pollution has strategic significance in

dynamic settings. Through a channel of dynamic influence from one region to

another, the regions’ best responses can be strategic complements. This finding

is particularly relevant from the perspective of global environmental protection.

If the regions’ actions were strategic substitutes rather than complements, then

additional future mitigation efforts by South would discourage North from re-

maining active in pollution reduction, making the net impact ambiguous.

The adaptation literature is primarily concerned with the optimal level of

adaptation or the optimal mix with mitigation. Kane and Shogren (2000), for

example, consider a static model where the risk of climate change is endoge-

nous and investigate the optimal portfolio of mitigation and adaptation. They
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show that the optimal level of adaptation, quite intuitively, depends on whether

the two types of policies are complements or substitutes. Ingham et al. (2013)

examine a variety of economic models with mitigation-adaptation interplay and

conclude that these policies are most likely to be substitutes in the sense that

strengthening one type of policy will weaken the other. Thisresult is mostly

consistent with the numerical analysis based on integratedassessment models

by de Bruin et al. (2009) and others. A theoretical analysis in a dynamic context

is conducted by Bréchet et al. (2013), who consider a socialplanner problem

in a Solow-Swan one-sector growth model, in which adaptation and mitigation

are separate decision variables. Their results suggest that the optimal level of

adaptation depends on the stage of development of the country. While the char-

acterization of optimal adaptation policy has great policyrelevance in itself,

these studies do not incorporate the interaction between heterogeneous regions,

which is inherent to the problem of global climate change.

Recently, the strategic aspect in the presence of mitigation-adaptation in-

terplay has received some attention. Buob and Stephan (2011) analyze a non-

cooperative two-stage game in which multiple regions simultaneously choose

the level of mitigation in the first stage and the level of adaptation in the second.

They show that, at equilibrium, a positive mixture of mitigation and adaptation

can only emerge when the marginal cost of adaptation dependsinversely on the

global level of mitigation. Closer to the present paper are Onuma and Arino

(2011) and Ebert and Welsch (2012). Based on a static North-South model, On-

uma and Arino (2011) assume that adaptation is only possiblefor one region

and investigate the consequences of improving the adaptation capacity. Us-

ing a similar two-region static mitigation-adaptation model, Ebert and Welsch

(2012) study the roles of various aspects of the economy, including productiv-

ity, adaptation capacity, and sensitivity to pollution damage. Perhaps the main

message of both papers is that an enhancement of adaptation capacity in one

region can cause an increase of regional emission. This is a direct consequence

of the fact that mitigation and adaptation are substitutes.Accordingly, unilat-

eral improvements of adaptation capacity will negatively affect the welfare of

the other region. This result, however, crucially depends on the static nature of

the analysis. In a dynamic setting, where human capital accumulation is taken

into account, adaptation can be a complement to mitigation in the sense that the

former stimulates the latter in the long run.
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The main contribution of our paper is twofold. First, we develop a multi-

region dynamic model where human capital accumulation is influenced by global

pollution. The model is simple enough for theoretical analysis, yet captures the

essential aspects of the dynamics between economy and the environment, both

within a region and across regions. This provides a general framework in which

strategic interactions can emerge through the channel of human capital accu-

mulation. Second, in the specific context of adaptation, we analyze the impact

of assistance from one region to another. We show in particular that, although

enhancing adaptation capacity in one region may cause a temporary increase of

pollution in the short run, the long-term level of pollutionstock is likely to de-

cline. Making a commitment to adaptation assistance can therefore be incentive

compatible and Pareto improving. This finding contrasts sharply to the existing

literature, which either considers a non-strategic setting or a static model. Policy

implications are discussed and robustness checks performed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2develops

the benchmark North-South model without adaptation. The equilibrium of the

model is derived and characterized in Section 3. Section 4 introduces adaptation

of South together with a transfer from North, followed by a detailed analysis

of the impacts of adaptation in Section 5. Section 6 investigates the welfare

implications of adaptation assistance and examines the incentive compatibility

of such assistance. The results are numerically illustrated in Section 7 based on

a more general specification of the model. Section 8 concludes. All proofs are

in the appendix.

2 Model without transfers

Our stylized economy consists of two regions: North (n) and South (s). We

consider an infinite-horizon model where periods are equally spaced in time.

Periods are indexed byt = 0, 1, . . . , where periodt denotes the time interval

between pointt and pointt + 1. Each region contains two sectors: production

Yi,t and abatementAi,t, wherei denotes the region andt the time period.

Total ‘effective’ labor available in regioni during periodt is given byLi,t,

the stock of human capital, and the process of human capital accumulation is

described by

Li,t+1 = ηie
−ζi,tMtLi,t, (1)
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which depends explicitly on the pollution stockMt. Notice that pollution is a

global, not a regional, phenomenon, so that each region faces the same amount

of pollution. The parameterηi − 1 denotes the baseline growth rate of human

capital in the absence of pollution. We assumeζi,t > 0, so that the growth rate

of human capital is negatively affected by pollution. The effective labor force is

divided between the production sector (Ly
i,t) and the abatement sector (La

i,t):

Li,t = Ly
i,t + La

i,t, (2)

and we write

Ly
i,t = (1− bi,t)Li,t, La

i,t = bi,tLi,t, (3)

so thatbi,t denotes the share of effective labor used in the abatement sector.

The production function of regioni at periodt takes the form

Yi,t = Ωi,te
−ξi,tMt(Ly

i,t)
αP 1−α

i,t (0 < α < 1), (4)

wherePi,t denotes the amount of a polluting input andΩi,te
−ξi,tMt captures the

total factor productivity of regioni. We assumeξi,t > 0, so that the pollution

stock negatively affects productivity.

Abatement activities require labor inputLa
i,t, and we specify

Ai,t = µ(La
i,t)

γ (µ > 0, 0 < γ < 1). (5)

The net emissionEi,t of pollutants in periodt is determined by the polluting

input and the amount of emission abated during that period:

Ei,t = Pi,t − Ai,t ≥ 0. (6)

Locally emitted pollutants are accumulated at a global level, and the dynamics

is governed by

Mt+1 = (1− δm)Mt + En,t + Es,t (0 < δm < 1), (7)

whereδm denotes the depreciation rate of the pollution stock.

In our model, North and South are allowed to differ from each other in sev-

eral respects: vulnerability to pollution (ξi,t andζi,t), productivity (Ωi,t), baseline
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growth rate of human capital (ηi), and initial amount of human capital (Li,0). By

assumingξs,t ≥ ξn,t andζs,t ≥ ζn,t, we characterize South as being more vul-

nerable to pollution than North due to a lack of adaptation capability. This gap

can be narrowed if North provides assistance to South, but for the moment we

assume that no such assistance takes place. We shall relax this assumption later.

We let consumption equal output,

Ci,t = Yi,t (8)

and define the welfare function as

Wi = U(Ci,0) + βU(Ci,1) + β2U(Ci,2) + · · · (0 < β < 1), (9)

whereβ denotes the discount factor. To simplify the analysis, we introduce the

value functionVi,2(Li,2,M2) at the beginning of periodt = 2, so that we can

write

Wi = U(Ci,0) + βU(Ci,1) + β2Vi,2(Li,2,M2). (10)

We interpret period 1 as the short-run future and period 2 as the long run. This

three-period framework (containing periods0, 1, and2) captures the dynamic

interaction of interest and hence is sufficient for our purpose. For the moment

we assume thatU(C) = log(C), and we employ a linear approximation to the

value function, so that

Vi,2(Li,2,M2) = φi,LLi,2 − φi,MM2 (φi,L > 0, φi,M > 0). (11)

These assumptions are relaxed in Section 7, where we discussthe robustness of

our results.

North and South are assumed to behave in a non-cooperative manner, and

chooseP and b simultaneously. Formally, we consider the open-loop Nash

equilibrium, which is defined by a list{Pn,t, Ps,t, bn,t, bs,t}t=0,1 such that for

eachi ∈ {n, s}

{Pi,t, bi,t}t=0,1 ∈ argmaxWi subject to (1)–(10), (12)

with Li,0 > 0, M0 > 0, and given the control variables of regionj 6= i.
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3 Equilibrium analysis without transfers

The model’s equilibrium is characterized by the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Our model has an equilibrium with an interior solution ifµ, α,

and ζi,t are all sufficiently small and the two regions are sufficiently homoge-

neous. The equilibrium is then characterized by

MC i,t(bi,t) = MB i,t(bn,t, bs,t) (13)

and

Pi,t = (1− α) (MC i,t(bi,t))
−1 (14)

for t = 0, 1, whereMC i,t andMB i,t are defined by

MC i,t(bi,t) = α

(

γ
1− bi,t
bi,t

µ(bi,tLi,t)
γ

)

−1

(15)

and

MB i,t(bn,t, bs,t) =







βξi,1 + β2φi,Lζi,1Li,2 + β2(1− δ)φi,M (t = 0),

βφi,M (t = 1).
(16)

What we mean by ‘sufficiently small’ and ‘sufficiently homogeneous’ is ex-

plained in the appendix. There we obtain upper bounds forµ, α, andζ . Also,

as Lemma 2 in the appendix shows, North and South can be heterogeneous, but

we have not been able to show theoretically how heterogeneous the two regions

may be. Our simulations suggest, however, that the regions may be quite hetero-

geneous and still qualify as ‘sufficiently homogeneous’. Our theoretical results

have therefore practical relevance, and this is confirmed bythe numerical ex-

amples in Section 7, which show that the equilibrium can be computed within a

reasonable range of numerical specifications.

In Proposition 1,MC i,t andMB i,t are the current-value cost and benefit at

periodt for regioni of marginally decreasingMt+1. Notice thatLi,1 in (15) is

determined by (1) givenM0 andLi,0. This is why we writeMC i,t as a function

of bi,t for t = 0 and 1. Similarly, givenM0 andLi,0, Li,2 in (16) is determined

by (bn,t, bs,t) for t = 0 and 1, through (1), (6), (7), and (15). This is why we

writeMB i,t(bn,t, bs,t). It follows from (13) and (14) that the equilibrium level of
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emission is given by

Ei,t =

(

γ ·
1− α

α
·
1− bi,t
bi,t

− 1

)

µ(bi,tLi,t)
γ (17)

for t = 0, 1.

Condition (13) requires that the cost and benefit of marginally decreasing

Mt+1 should be equalized on current-value basis, which determines the equilib-

rium values ofb’s. Condition (14), on the other hand, suggests that the marginal

cost of reducingMt+1 must be equalized between the two control variables (bi,t

andPi,t) by which the values ofP ’s are pinned down. Notice that in (16) the

first term ofMB i,0 reflects the impact ofM1 on Yi,1 while its impact onLi,2 is

incorporated in the second term. The last term inMB i,0 and the (only) term in

MB i,1 approximately capture both effects from periodt = 2 onwards.

The first-order conditions already reveal how the novel features of our model

affect the nature of equilibrium. One of the unique aspects of our model is

that the pollution stock negatively affects not only production, but also human

capital. To clarify the role of this additional channel of externality, suppose

for the moment thatζi,t = 0 so that the pollution externality only exists in the

production sector. In this case,bi,t is determined by

α

(

γ
1− bi,t
bi,t

µ(bi,tLi,t)
γ

)

−1

=







βξi,1 + β2(1− δ)φi,M (t = 0),

βφi,M (t = 1),
(18)

for i = n, s. This equation is independent ofbj,t, meaning that the best response

of each region is not affected by the action of the other region. This somewhat

counter-intuitive result is due to the combination of a logarithmic utility function

and an exponential damage function. An increase of emissionin one region

decreases the utility of the other region, but only through aconstant term. As

a result, the equilibrium levels of regional emissions are independent of each

other. This result holds exactly only for this particular combination of utility and

damage functions. The logarithmic-exponential combination greatly simplifies

the analysis without however losing the essence of the problem; see Golosov et

al. (2014) for a detailed discussion in the context of climate change. We show

in Section 7 that our main results are not sensitive to this assumption.

Now suppose thatζi,t > 0 so that human capital is affected by the pollution
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stock. As is clear from (16),MB i,1 is still independent ofbj,1 and thereforebn,1
and bs,1 are chosen independently. On the other hand,MB i,0 is a decreasing

function ofM1. This, together with (18) and (7), shows thatMB i,0 is an in-

creasing function ofbj,0. Therefore, once regionj decreases its emission, the

marginal benefit curve of regioni 6= j shifts upward, providing regioni with an

incentive to decrease its own emission as well. In other words,bn,0 andbs,0 are

strategic complements. This leads to our next proposition.

Proposition 2. At equilibrium, emissions in period0 (Ei,0) are strategic com-

plements while emissions in period1 (Ei,1) are not affected by each other.

The second part of the proposition is an artifact of the functional specifica-

tion as explained above. To see why the first part holds, notice that any decrease

in Ei,0 increases the amount of human capital that survives the damage from

pollution in the future. In other words, under the pollutionexternality in human

capital accumulation, pollution abatement can be regardedas ‘investment’ in

human capital. What matters for the choice of abatement level is the shadow

value of human capital. When the pollution stock is expectedto be large in the

future, the corresponding damage to human capital is relatively large. In such

a case, the shadow value of human capital is relatively smallbecause a large

fraction of investment in human capital will be lost. If one region reduces its

emission, however, then the global stock of pollution in thefuture declines and,

as a consequence, a larger portion of human capital in both regions will survive

the damage from pollution. This means that emission reduction in one region

increases the shadow value of human capital in both regions.The larger shadow

value of human capital then leads to a stronger incentive to ‘invest’ in human

capital by engaging more actively in emission abatement.

The mechanism discussed above is more general than it may appear. For

example, the result holds even when the abatement sector is absent from the

model. This can be seen by settingµ = 0 so thatbi,t = 0 at equilibrium. Then

a similar argument as above shows thatPn,0 andPs,0 (and henceEn,0 andEs,0)

are strategic complements. Moreover, adaptation does not play any role for this

result; it follows solely from the fact that emission abatement by one region

at one point in time influences the shadow value of other regions’ capital at

another point in time. We call this thedynamic complementarity effect. While

consideration of this dynamic effect is largely absent in the literature, it can
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have important policy implications as will be exemplified below in the context

of adaptation assistance.

4 Introducing transfers

We noticed in Section 2 that North and South can be different from each other

in four respects: vulnerability to pollution, productivity, baseline growth rate of

human capital, and initial amount of human capital; and thatthe assumptions

ξs,t ≥ ξn,t andζs,t ≥ ζn,t characterize South as being more vulnerable to pol-

lution than North. This vulnerability gap can be narrowed ifNorth provides

assistance to South, and this assistance is now introduced in the model. We

shall assume that only North has the knowledge and technology to effectively

enhance the adaptation capability of South.

To capture the idea of adaptation, letRt denote ‘adaptation-related capi-

tal’, by which we mean the durable good in South which can be used to re-

duce damage from pollution. Typical examples of adaptation-related capital are

flood-control dikes, improved hospitals and schools, and grain storage facilities

(World Bank, 2010b).

We then specify

ξs,t = ξs(Rt), ζs,t = ζs(Rt) (19)

for some decreasing and continuously differentiable functions ξs and ζs. We

assume that

ξ′s(0) > −∞, lim
R→∞

ξs(R) ≥ ξn,t, (20)

and

ζ ′s(0) > −∞, lim
R→∞

ζs(R) ≥ ζn,t. (21)

North can invest inRt so that South can better protect itself against pollution.

The value ofRt in the absence of adaptation assistance is normalized to0 with-

out loss of generality.

We focus on the case where the investment decision by North ismade only

once. To be more precise, North choosesτ (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) and invests a fraction

τYn,0 of output inR0. By measuringRt in the unit of the produced good, we
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may write

R0 = τYn,0. (22)

The adaptation-related stock depreciates over time, and wespecify

R1 = δrR0, R2 = 0, (23)

so that only a fraction0 < δr < 1 of the newly invested stock remains in the

short run and it fully depreciates in the long run.

Without transfers, we assumed in (8) that consumption equals output. With

transfers, the consumption function is adjusted to

Ci,t =







(1− τ)Yn,0 for (i, t) = (n, 0),

Yi,t otherwise.
(24)

North and South are again assumed to behave in a non-cooperative manner and

the game proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, North choosesτ , anticipat-

ing the non-cooperative game with South in the stage that follows. This means

that North can make a commitment to the adaptation assistance in the first pe-

riod, but not to the level of mitigation. In the second stage,North and South

simultaneously chooseP andb, takingτ as given.

5 Adaptation

We solve the problem backwards. We note first that the level ofτ chosen in the

first stage does not directly affect North’s strategy in the second stage. To see

this we write

U(Cn,0) = log((1− τ)Yn,0) = log(1− τ) + log(Yn,0), (25)

which means thatτ does not affect the marginal rate of substitution. Hence,

North’s behavior is not affected byτ as long as South does not change its strat-

egy. The behavior of South, however, is affected byτ through the changes in

ξs,t andζs,t. In response to an enhanced adaptation capability, South will adjust

its resource allocation and emission level. This in turn influences the behavior

of North through the negative externality of pollution.
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We know from Proposition 2 that the equilibrium level of regional emission

in period1 is determined independently of what the other region does. In period

0, on the other hand, emissions of North and South are strategic complements

due to the dynamic complementarity effect we identified in Section 3. This

result, together with the observation above, suggests thatif a higher adaptation

capability implies a greater willingness of South to abate emission, it is likely

that adaptation at the local level induces mitigation at theglobal level. In what

follows, we clarify the conditions under which such a scenario may arise.

5.1 Long-run emission

Let us first focus on the long-run effect, more precisely the long-run impact

of enhanced adaptation capability on South’s emission. In period t = 1 the

equilibrium condition (13) implies that

α

(

γ
1− bs,1
bs,1

µ(bs,1Ls,1)
γ

)

−1

= (1− α)P−1
s,1 = βφs,M , (26)

where

Ls,1 = ηse
−ζ(R0)M0Ls,0. (27)

Taking the total derivative of (26) with respect toR0, we obtain

dPs,1

dR0

= 0,
dbs,1
dR0

1

bs,1
= −

1 − bs,1
bs,1

(

γbs,1
1− γ + γbs,1

)

M0ζ
′

s(R0) > 0. (28)

SinceEs,1 = Ps,1 − µ(bs,1Ls,1)
γ, we then have

dEs,1

dR0

=
dPs,1

dR0

− γµ(bs,1Ls,1)
γ dbs,1
dR0

1

bs,1

= γ
1− bs,1
bs,1

µ(bs,1Ls,1)
γ

(

γbs,1
1− γ + γbs,1

)

M0ζ
′

s(R0) < 0. (29)

This means that the long-run emission in South unambiguously declines as a

result of enhanced adaptation capability. We have thus proved the following

result.

Proposition 3. When the initial adaptation stock in South is marginally in-

creased, the long-run emission from South decreases while the long-run emis-
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sion from North does not change. Accordingly, at least in thelong run, enhanced

adaptation capability in South helps decrease pollution ata global level.

The mechanism behind this result is quite simple. Thanks to the enhanced

adaptation capability in South, human capitalLs,1 increases, and this enlarges

productivity in the abatement sector. Put differently, thelong-run cost of mitiga-

tion declines as a result of short-run adaptation. We call this thecost-reduction

effectof adaptation. When human capital is protected against pollution today,

a larger portion of effective labor becomes available in thefuture, not only for

production, but also for mitigation activities.

5.2 Short-run emission

Once the adaptation capability of South is enhanced, long-run emission declines

unambiguously because of the cost-reduction effect. The short-run impact is,

however, not straightforward. To see why, consider the equality MC i,0(bi,0) =

MB i,0(bn,0, bs,0), which determinesbi,0. By taking the total derivative of this

equation with respect toR0, we obtain

dbs,0
dR0

= Γs
∂MB s,0

∂R0

,
dbn,0
dR0

= Γn
∂MB s,0

∂R0

. (30)

Our framework allows us to determine the signs ofΓs andΓn.

Proposition 4. Γs andΓn are both strictly positive.

On the other hand, it follows from (17) that

dEi,0

dR0

= −

(

bi,0
1− bi,0

+ (1− α)(1− γ)

)

Pi,0

1− α

dbi,0
dR0

1

bi,0
. (31)

Hence,
dEi,0

dR0
< 0 ⇐⇒

dbi,0
dR0

> 0 ⇐⇒
∂MB s,0

∂R0
> 0 (32)

for i = n, s. Therefore, a higher adaptation capability in South results in a short-

run emission reduction if and only if the marginal benefit curveMB s,0 of South

shifts upward when its adaptation capability is enhanced.

To decompose the impact of adaptation on the marginal benefitcurve, we
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write

∂MB s,0

∂R0
= βξ′s(δrR0)δr + β2φs,Lζ

′

s(δrR0)δrLs,2

− β2φs,Lζs(δrR0) (ζ
′

s(δrR0)δrM1 + ζ ′s(R0)M0)Ls,2. (33)

The first and the second terms on the right-hand side are both negative, mak-

ing marginal benefit smaller. We call this thesubstitution effectof adaptation

because, under this effect, adaptation becomes a substitute for mitigation. The

enhanced adaptation capability reduces the marginal damage fromM1 both in

the production sector and in human capital accumulation. Asa result, the sub-

stitution effect weakens the case for mitigation efforts inSouth. From the per-

spective of North, this poses a dilemma in integrating adaptation assistance into

mitigation policy.

The third term in (33) is strictly positive, acting against the substitution ef-

fect. We call this thecomplementarity effectof adaptation because adaptation

can become a complement to mitigation when this effect is sufficiently strong.

The complementarity effect follows from a similar, but distinct, mechanism as

pointed out in Section 5.1. An increase inR0 boosts the growth rate of hu-

man capital, which increases the baseline human capital stock in the absence

of pollution damage. This change is exogenous to South. Given the increased

baseline of human capital, South then finds it more importantto keep the growth

rate from falling due to pollution. The larger is the stock ofhuman capital, the

greater is the importance of its growth rate. This implies a larger marginal ben-

efit of pollution abatement since the expected decline in human capital growth

can be partially avoided by abatement activities.

Compared with the substitution effect, the complementarity effect has two

noteworthy features. First, the effect does not vanish evenafter the adaptation-

related stock depreciates. Second, unlike the substitution effect, the magnitude

of the complementarity effect is proportional to the level of pollution damage.

These features are due to the fact that the complementarity effect follows from

the changes in the stock of human capital in the future. Sincehuman capital is

a stock variable, any change in its current value affects itsvalues in subsequent

periods. This makes the complementary effect long-lasting. Also, because the

enhanced adaptation capability boosts the growth rate of human capital, how

much it benefits depends on the level of human capital, which is inversely pro-
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portional to the damage from the pollution stock. This is whythe termζsMt

appears in the complementarity effect, but not in the substitution effect.

It is not clear from (33) whether the complementarity effectoutweighs the

substitution effect. The net impact of adaptation on short-run emissions is, in

general, ambiguous. Nevertheless, the sign of the net impact can be determined

based on the following simple conditions.

Proposition 5. There exists a constant̄δr ∈ (0, 1] such that

dEi,0

dR0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

< 0 if δr < δ̄r. (34)

Moreover, ifM0 ≥ 1/((1 − δ)ζs(0)), then there exists a constantζ̄ ′s < 0 such

that
dEi,0

dR0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

< 0 if and only if ζ ′s(0) < ζ̄ ′s. (35)

The proposition first states that if the stock of adaptation-related capital aug-

mented by North’s assistance depreciates at a sufficiently fast rate, then adap-

tation assistance is always followed by a short-term decline in global pollution.

To understand why this happens, setδr = 0. In this extreme case the direct

impact of adaptation assistance only exists in the initial period. Those damages

that are already occurring in South are then partially alleviated, but the damages

expected in the future are not affected by this assistance. Since the current dam-

age is irrelevant for the substitution effect, the substitution effect vanishes. In

fact, the first two terms in (33) disappear whenδr = 0. The complementarity

effect, on the other hand, is still valid; see Equation (86) in the Appendix. The

enhanced adaptation capability today increases the stockLs,1 of human capital

in the next period. This makes it more important to avoid the damage to the

growth rate ofLs,1 because a decline in the growth rate then causes a significant

decrease inLs,2. As a result, the marginal benefit of reducingM1 unambigu-

ously shifts upward. This remains true as long asδr is sufficiently small.

The second part of the proposition is particularly interesting. Short-run

emission declines if and only if adaptation assistance is sufficiently effective

in preventing damage to human capital. As long as the initialpollution stock is

large, this result holds even whenδr is far away from zero. As (33) suggests,

the effectiveness of adaptation in the production sector, which is captured by

the absolute value ofξ′s, always works in favor of the substitution effect. On
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the other hand, the effectiveness of adaptation in human capital accumulation,

which is captured by the absolute value ofζ ′s(0), increases both the substitution

effect and the complementarity effect. While the overall role of ζ ′s(0) is unclear

in general, its contribution to the complementarity effectis always greater than

its contribution to the substitution effect whenM0 is sufficiently large. This is

because, as mentioned above, the complementarity effect isproportional to the

level of damage, which is a monotonic transformation of the level of the pol-

lution stock. Given that a higher value of|ζ ′s(0)| always works in favor of the

complementarity effect, what matters is whether|ζ ′s(0)| is sufficiently large rel-

ative to|ξ′s|. If this is the case, then the complementarity effect dominates and

short-run emissions decline in both regions.

5.3 Pollution stock

For society as a whole, what matters most is whether the levelof global pollution

stock can be well-managed. The discussion so far suggests that the long-run

emission always decreases thanks to the cost-reduction effect. Moreover, the

short-run emission also decreases when the complementarity effect outweighs

the substitution effect. This happens in particular when the adaptation in South

is sufficiently effective for human capital protection, in which case it is quite

obvious that both short-run and long-run pollution stocks decline. When the

substitution effect is larger than the complementarity effect, however, the overall

impact on the pollution stock is less obvious.

The long-run impact on the pollution stock is given by

dM2

dR0
= (1− δ)

dM1

dR0
+

dEn,1

dR0
+

dEs,1

dR0
, (36)

where
dM1

dR0
=

dEn,0

dR0
+

dEs,0

dR0
. (37)

Suppose the initial stock of pollution is sufficiently large. Then Proposition 5

shows that
dM1

dR0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

< 0 if and only if |ζ ′s(0)| > |ζ̄ ′s|. (38)

If |ζ ′s(0)| < |ζ̄ ′s|, then the substitution effect outweighs the complementarity

effect and the short-run level of global pollution stock increases as a result of
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adaptation assistance. Even in this case, however, the stock of pollution can

be smaller in the long run and this is where the cost-reduction effect comes into

play. If the long-run cost-reduction effect is sufficientlylarge, it can compensate

for the short-run substitution effect.

In order to see how this works, we recall from (29) that the cost-reduction ef-

fect is an increasing function of|ζ ′s(0)|, just as the complementarity effect. This

suggests that even if|ζ ′s(0)| is smaller than the threshold|ζ̄ ′s|, the net impact of

adaptation assistance to the long-run pollution stock can be negative as long as

|ζ ′s(0)| is sufficiently close to|ζ̄ ′s|. This argument is formalized in the following

proposition.

Proposition 6. SupposeM0 ≥ 1/((1 − δ)ζs(0)). Then there exists a constant

ζ̃ ′s such that̄ζ ′s < ζ̃ ′s < 0 and

dM2

dR0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

< 0 if and only if ζ ′s(0) < ζ̃ ′s. (39)

Figure 2: Impact of adaptation assistance

Figure 2 illustrates this result. When|ζ ′s(0)| is smaller than|ζ̃ ′s|, enhanced

adaptation capability increases both the short-run and long-run levels of the pol-

lution stock. When|ζ ′s(0)| is larger than|ζ̄ ′s|, on the other hand, the short-term

and long-term levels of the pollution stock both decline. When |ζ ′s(0)| is in-

between|ζ̃ ′s| and|ζ̄ ′s|, the level of the pollution stock increases in the short run,

but decreases in the long run.
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6 Why should North transfer?

We now turn to the first stage in which North makes a commitmentabout adap-

tation assistance. The discussion so far suggests that adaptation assistance by

North, if sufficiently effective for human capital protection, enables South to

better engage in mitigation activity in the future and possibly provides a short-

term mitigation incentive as well. This in turn benefits not only South but

also North since the pollution stock is reduced at a global level. Of course,

North needs to pay the cost of assistance in the form of suppressed consump-

tion. The question then arises whether providing adaptation assistance to South

is incentive-compatible for North. If the cost of adaptation assistance, which

has to be borne in the initial period, is larger than the benefit of environmental

improvement for North in subsequent periods, then North hasno incentive to

provide assistance in the first stage.

To examine this point further, letWi(τ) denote equilibrium welfare of region

i in the second stage, whereτ is chosen by North in the first stage. North chooses

τ in such a way thatWn(τ) is maximized. For our purpose it is sufficient to

check when and under what conditionsdWn/dτ > 0 evaluated atτ = 0. When

this is the case, then the equilibrium level ofτ is always positive. Now, the

marginal welfare with respect toτ is

dWn(τ)

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

= −1−

(

bn,0
1− bn,0

+ (1− α)(1− γ)

)

dbn,0
dR0

1

bn,0
Yn,0

−

(

βξn,1
dM1

dR0

+ β2φn,Lζn,1Ln,2
dM1

dR0

+ β2φn,M
dM2

dR0

)

Yn,0.

(40)

The first and second terms in (40) together capture the net cost of adaptation

assistance. The first term is the direct cost of reduced consumption measured in

units of present value of utility. The second term reflects the fact that any change

in τ (and hence inR0) in the first stage causes an adjustment of South’s emission

in the second stage and also an adjustment of North’s emission in response to

the expected change in South’s behavior. For example, ifdbn,0/dR0 is positive

then the second term is positive; it represents the indirectcost of assistance in

the form of additional abatement in the second stage. Ifdbn,0/dR0 is negative

then the second term is negative, implying that the cost of adaptation assistance
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will be partly compensated by a smaller abatement effort in the second stage.

All benefits are captured by the third term.

The expression in (40) is a little complicated. Our next proposition is simpler

and contains a necessary and sufficient condition for North to commit a positive

amount of adaptation assistance in the first stage.

Proposition 7. There existŝζ ′s < 0 such that

dWn(τ)

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

> 0 if and only if ζ ′s(0) < ζ̂ ′s. (41)

The threshold̂ζ ′s is an increasing function ofΩn,0. In particular, if Ωn,0 is suffi-

ciently large, then̂ζ ′s > ζ̄ ′s. On the other hand, it is always the case that

dWs(τ)

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

> 0. (42)

Again, a key issue is the effectiveness of adaptation in protecting human

capital. Proposition 7 shows that North always has an incentive to provide a

positive level of adaptation assistance to South as long as the adaptation assis-

tance is sufficiently effective for human capital protection. Moreover, even if the

adaptation assistance is not very effective (so that the assistance causes a rise of

pollution stock in the short run), North can still be better off by making a com-

mitment to assist. This is possible ifΩn,0 is sufficiently large or, in other words,

if North is already sufficiently wealthy. This point is illustrated in Figure 2. The

wealthier North is, the more incentive it has to engage in adaptation assistance.

Once the assistance materializes, South is better off in anycase. Hence, provid-

ing adaptation assistance achieves a Pareto improvement whenever North has

an incentive to do so. It is also worth noting that the welfareimpact of adap-

tation assistance in South is increasing not only in|ζ ′s(0)| but also inδr; see

Equation (99) in the appendix. This is good news for South, because South will

obviously benefit more from adaptation assistance if it has along-lasting effect.

The results presented so far have a number of implications, of which we

mention two. First, once the damage to human capital is takeninto account in

a dynamic setting, emissions in different regions are likely to be strategic com-

plements. A relevant question is then how to encourage coordination among

regions. The coordination can be facilitated by North’s commitment to adapta-
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tion assistance to South. Adaptation assistance has three distinct effects: cost-

reduction, substitution, and complementarity. While the substitution effect weak-

ens South’s incentive to reduce pollution, the other two effects work in favor

of a greater abatement incentive for South. In particular, when the adaptation

assistance does not have a direct long-lasting effect or when it is sufficiently

effective in protecting human capital, then the latter two effects dominate the

former. South will then become more capable of reducing emission and will be

more willing to do so. This in turn provides an additional incentive for North to

engage in emission abatement in the future due to the strategic complementarity.

A second implication of our results is that adaptation assistance may cause

a temporary increase in the pollution stock in the short run,while the long-term

pollution stock declines. This happens when the effectiveness of adaptation

is not sufficiently large. In terms of welfare, however, North can be compen-

sated for the negative impact of such a temporary intensification of pollution as

long as the region is sufficiently wealthy. We conclude therefore that wealthy

countries should make a commitment to adaptation assistance in favor of poor

countries, making sure that the assistance is targeted at those activities that ef-

fectively protect human capital in the poor countries against pollution damage.

Alternatively, the assistance could be focused on those adaptation activities with

only a short-lasting effect. Although such assistance is likely to be consistent

with the incentives of the wealthy countries, it will naturally reduce the benefits

for the poor countries.

7 Robustness

In what follows, we illustrate our results by presenting some simple numerical

examples. In addition, the analysis in this section serves as a robustness check.

Clear-cut policy implications in the preceding section arepartly due to the sim-

plifications used in the model. One might argue, for example,that our analytic

results depend on the assumption that the model has only three periods. Another

possible criticism is that our results might be only valid for the logarithmic util-

ity function. We address these two issues below.

Of course, there are more model assumptions that can be challenged. Our

model does not have physical capital, which is not entirely realistic for a dy-

namic model. Also, we do not explicitly model how the baseline accumula-
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tion process of human capital is determined. We could use more sophisticated

equilibrium concepts instead of the open-loop Nash equilibrium. The one-shot

nature we assume for adaptation investment may be too simplistic. Addressing

these issues is certainly useful, but they would require significant modifications

of the model, and are therefore extensions rather than robustness checks. Hence,

we limit ourselves in this paper to the two robustness issuesmentioned above.

7.1 Numerical model

For the numerical exercises in this section we specify the utility function as

Wi =

T
∑

t=0

βtU(Ci,t), (43)

where

U(C) =
C1−ǫ − 1

1− ǫ
ǫ > 0. (44)

We take the time horizon sufficiently long, so that the discount factorβT will

become very small. We may therefore ignore the contributionof the value func-

tion which we would otherwise need at the last period. Accordingly, the linear

approximation we used in the three-period model is no longernecessary. More-

over, the functional form (44) is more general than the one used in the analytic

model: the logarithmic function is a limiting case of (44) with ǫ → 1. This

more general specification of the model allows us to demonstrate the robustness

of our results. To quantify the damage from pollution, we specify functionsξs
andζs as

ξs(R) = ξ + (ξ − ξ)e
−

ξ′

ξ−ξ
R
, ξ > ξ > 0, ξ′ ≥ 0, (45)

ζs(R) = ζ + (ζ − ζ)e
−

ζ′

ζ−ζ
R
, ζ > ζ > 0, ζ ′ ≥ 0, (46)

where the parameters are explained in Table 1, which also provides the numer-

ical values chosen for the robustness experiment. With these specifications, we

have|ξ′s(0)| = ξ′ and|ζ ′s(0)| = ζ ′ so that the effectiveness of adaptation in the

production sector and in human capital accumulation is captured byξ′ andζ ′,

respectively. The depreciation process of the adaptation-related stock is now

governed byRt = δtrR0 for t = 0, 1, . . . , T .
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Table 1: Parameter values for numerical simulations

Symbol Value Description
T 120 Time horizon
α 0.3 Labor elasticity of production
β 0.9 Discount factor
γ 0.8 Parameter in abatement function
ǫ 1.5 Consumption elasticity of marginal utility
µ 5.0 Parameter in abatement function
δm 0.025 Depreciation rate of pollution stock
δr 0.8 Remaining fraction of adaptation capital
ηi 1.0 Baseline human capital growth
M0 800 Initial pollution stock
Li,0 50 Initial human capital
Ωi,t 10 Baseline total factor productivity (constant)
ξn,t 0.0005 North’s damage coefficient in production (constant)
ξ 0.0010 South’s damage coefficient in production forR = 0
ξ 0.0005 South’s damage coefficient in production forR → ∞
ξ′ 10−5 Effectiveness of adaptation in South’s production
ζn,t 0 North’s damage coefficient in human capital (constant)
ζ 0.00001 South’s damage coefficient in human capital forR = 0
ζ 0 South’s damage coefficient in human capital forR → ∞
ζ ′ [10−7, 10−5] Effectiveness of adaptation in South’s human capital

7.2 Results

We only report the results for the caseǫ = 1.5, but very similar results are

obtained for different values ofǫ, including the case of logarithmic utility. Fig-

ure 3 depicts the equilibrium regional emissions for different values ofτ and

ζ ′. As shown in Panel (a) of the figure, when adaptation assistance is not very

effective for human capital protection (ζ ′ = 10−7), North’s investment in adap-

tation capital in South causes a short-term increase of South’s emission. This is

a consequence of the substitution effect. In the long run, when the adaptation

capital depreciates sufficiently (Figure 4(a)), the combined effect of comple-

mentarity and cost reduction becomes important, due to the additional human

capital protected by the adaptation (Figure 4(b)). As a result, the temporary hike

of regional emission is followed by a decrease of emission insubsequent peri-

ods. The magnitude of the long-term emission reduction is, however, relatively

small.
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(c) North withζ′ = 10−7
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(d) North withζ′ = 10−5

Figure 3: Equilibrium regional emissions relative to the case withτ = 0

The role of complementarity and cost-reduction is much morepronounced

when the adaptation assistance can more effectively protect human capital. This

can be seen in Figure 3(b), which presents the equilibrium emission of South

for a larger value ofζ ′. In this case the increase in short-term emission becomes

larger, but the period of emission hike ends at an earlier point in time. Moreover,

the emission reduction thereafter is significantly larger and remains even after

the adaptation capital has depreciated completely. This isconsistent with our

theoretical findings in the preceding section.

In Figures 3(c) and (d) we depict the equilibrium emission ofNorth. The

qualitative characteristics of North’s emission are quitesimilar to those of South.

This is an indication that the emissions of these regions arestrategic comple-

ments, in agreement with the analytic results of the simplermodel. Accord-

ingly, the global emission in response to adaptation assistance follows the same

pattern: a short-term increase and a long-term decrease.

The equilibrium pollution stock is reported in Figure 5. Again, the quali-
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(b) Human capital in South

Figure 4: Adaptation capital and human capital (ζ ′ = 10−7)
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Figure 5: Equilibrium global pollution stock relative to the case withτ = 0

tative characteristics we found in the analytic model are replicated. When the

adaptation assistance is not effective in terms of human capital protection, both

the short-term and long-term levels of pollution stock rise(Panel (a)). If the

assistance is targeted to those adaptation activities withmore effective human

capital protection, the stock of pollution eventually declines although the econ-

omy experiences a slight short-term deterioration of the environment (Panel (b)).

The more effective the adaptation is in protecting human capital, the shorter is

the period of temporary environmental degradation.

Figure 6 shows the equilibrium welfare as a function ofτ . Adaptation as-

sistance makes South always better off, regardless of its effectiveness in human

capital protection. On the other hand, North can be worse offif the effectiveness

is relatively small. Hence, North only makes a commitment toa positive level of

adaptation assistance when it can effectively reduce the damage from pollution
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Figure 6: Equilibrium regional welfare

to human capital in South, precisely what we would expect from the analytic

results obtained earlier.

In summary and with appropriate caution, the numerical exercises in this

section suggest that our results are robust. The three-period framework of the

preceding section may seem restrictive, but the same qualitative results are ob-

tained for a model with a longer time horizon. Some of the knife-edged results

only hold for the logarithmic utility function, but most of the important features

of the model survive when we employ a more general utility function. The key

message of this paper is therefore more general than it may appear at first.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a dynamic model of a North-South economy, where

the accumulation process of human capital is negatively influenced by the global

stock of pollution. By characterizing the equilibrium strategy of each region,

we showed that the interaction between human capital and global pollution has

strategic significance in dynamic settings. More precisely, the regional best

responses will be strategic complements. A key role is played by the dynamic

complementarity effect. In the presence of pollution externality in human capital

accumulation, emission abatement by one region at one pointin time influences

the shadow value of the other region’s capital at another point in time. This result

is particularly important for global environmental protection. Establishing the

complementary relationship between regional behaviors opens up the possibility
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of mutually beneficial cooperation among regions.

Our detailed analysis of adaptation assistance shows that aunilateral com-

mitment by one region to help the other can make both regions better off. In

particular, adaptation assistance by a wealthy region willenable a vulnerable

region to better engage in emission reduction in the future,although regional

emissions might increase in the short run. If appropriatelydesigned, this coop-

eration scheme will provide both regions with a short-term mitigation incentive

as well. In this sense, contrary to common perception, adaptation can be re-

garded as a complement to mitigation. However, this is only the case if the

assistance is provided in such a way that human capital is effectively protected

against climate damage. Otherwise, the substitution effect discourages South

from reducing emission and, as a result, the cooperation scheme would not be

incentive compatible. Our findings, based on a simple model,appear to be fairly

robust against extensions of the model.

The results of this paper suggest several areas for further research. It is im-

portant to examine the quantitative magnitude of the dynamic complementarity

effect which we identified. This could be done by extending existing integrated

assessment models, such as the RICE model of Nordhaus and Yang (1996).

A key issue would then be how to reestimate the damage function so that the

climate-related impact on human capital accumulation can be separated from

other damages. Also, for practical applications, the exactimpact of adaptation

assistance needs to be measured. Although estimating the effectiveness of adap-

tation is not straightforward, a recent study by Millner andDietz (2014) could

be a good starting point. Another important issue is coalition formation. Clari-

fying the implications of dynamic complementarity and adaptation assistance in

coalition formation would help us design a more promising international frame-

work for climate cooperation.

Appendix: Proofs of the propositions

Proof of Proposition 1

We show that there exists an equilibrium of the model under a reasonable set

of assumptions. This is achieved by first establishing the result for symmetric

regions and then proving the general result.
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Symmetric case

Let

θ = (α, β, γ, δ, µ,M0, ηi, ξi,t, ζi,t, φi,L, φi,M , Li,0)

denote the vector of parameters,Θ the set of all possible values ofθ, and

χi = (ξi,t, ζi,t, ηi, φi,L, φi,M , Li,0)

denote the subvector ofθ containing the region-specific parameters. We first

consider the case where the two regions are symmetric, so that

χn = χs = (ξt, ζt, η, φL, φM , L0).

We henceforth drop the subscripti whenever appropriate.

To ensure the existence of equilibrium with an interior solution we need to

assume thatµ, ζt, andα are sufficiently small. To formalize the argument, let

ξ = max{ξ0, ξ1}, ζ = max{ζ0, ζ1}, and definēµ, ζ̄, andᾱ by

µ̄ = min

{

1− α

βφM(ηL0)γ
,

1− α

[βξ + β2φLζη2L0 + β2φM(1− δ)]Lγ
0

}

, (47)

ζ̄ = min

{

s+ 1−α
α

[2− γ(1− b)]

(s + 1−α
α

[1− γ(1− b)])2
(1− γ)b1−γ

2γµLγ
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

b ∈ [b̃, 1]

}

, (48)

and

ᾱ =

(

γ
1− β̃

β̃
µ(β̃L0)

γ

)

β2φM(1− δ), (49)

where

b̃ =
(1 + γ)1/2(1− γ)1/2 − (1− γ)

(1 + γ)1/2(1− γ)1/2 + (1 + γ)
. (50)

Sinceb̃ > 0, ζ̄ is well-defined and strictly positive. LetΘ0 be a subset ofΘ

defined by

Θ0 = {θ ∈ Θ|χn = χs, α < ᾱ, ζi,t < ζ̄, µ < µ̄}. (51)

Our first lemma establishes the existence of the unique symmetric Nash equilib-

rium.

Lemma 1. For anyθ ∈ Θ0 there exists a unique symmetric equilibrium with an
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interior solution. The equilibrium is characterized by (13), (14), (15), (16), and

∂MC i,0

∂bi,0
> 2

∂MB i,0

∂bi,0
(52)

for i ∈ {n, s}.

Proof. Fix the control variables of regionj ∈ {n, s} and consider the problem

of regioni 6= j. We solve the problem backwards. Define the value function at

the beginning of periodt = 1 by

Vi,1(Li,1,M1) = max
Pi,1,bi,1

log(Ci,1) + βVi,2(Li,2,M2) subject to (1)–(9). (53)

The first-order conditions with respect toPi,1 andbi,1 immediately imply (13)

and (14) fort = 1. Notice that (13) has the unique solutionbi,1 in (0, 1). and

(14) impliesPi,1 > 0. Also, sinceµ < µ̄ by assumption,

Ei,1 =
1− α

βiφi,M
−µ(bi,1Li,1)

γ >
1− α

βφi,M
−µ(ηiLi,0)

γ >
1− α

βφi,M
− µ̄(ηiLi,0)

γ ≥ 0,

(54)

which shows that the solution is in fact interior. Hence,

Vi,1(Li,1,M1) = log

(

αα(1− α)1−α

βφi,M (γµ)α

)

− (1− α)− βφi,MEj,1

+ α(1− γ) log(bi,1Li,1) + βφi,Mµ(bi,1Li,1)
γ

+ βφi,Lηie
−ζi,1M1Li,1 − [ξi,1 + βφi,M(1− δ)]M1, (55)

wherebi,1 is implicitly defined by (13) as a function ofLi,1.

The problem of regioni at the beginning of periodt = 0 is then given by

max
Pi,0,bi,0

log(Ci,0) + βVi,1(Li,1,M1) subject to (1)–(9) and (55). (56)

Again, the first-order conditions forPi,1 andbi,1 imply (13) and (14) fort = 0.

What remains to be proved is that there exists an interior solution toMC i,0(bi,0) =

MB i,0(bn,0, bs,0).

Sincebn,0 = bs,0 in any symmetric equilibrium, we suppress the subscript
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for regions and define

MC ∗(b0) = α

(

γ
1− b0
b0

µ(bL0)
γ

)

−1

(57)

and

MB∗(b0) = βξ1 + β2φLζ1ηe
−ζ1M1L1 + β2(1− δ)φM , (58)

whereM1 is a function ofb0 defined by

M1 = (1− δ)M0 + 2

(

γ

(

1− α

α

)

1− b0
bb

− 1

)

µ(b0L0)
γ . (59)

We shall show that there exists a uniqueb∗0 ∈ (0, 1) such that

MC ∗(b
∗

0) = MB∗(b
∗

0). (60)

Then, ifb∗0 also satisfies

Ei,0 =

(

γ

(

1− α

α

)

1− b∗0
b∗0

− 1

)

µ(b∗0Li,0)
γ > 0, (61)

bn,0 = bs,0 = b∗0 constitutes the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium.

First noticelimb0→0MC ∗(b0) = 0 andlimb0→1MC ∗(b0) = ∞. Also,limb0→0M1 =

∞ andlimb0→1M1 = (1− δ)M0 − 2µLγ
0 . Thus,

lim
b0→0

MB ∗(b0) = βξ1 + β2φM(1− δ) > β2φM(1− δ) > 0, (62)

while

lim
b0→1

MB∗(b0) = βξ1 + β2η2φLL0ζ1e
−ζ0M0−ζ1(1−δ)M0+ζ1µL

γ
0 + β2φM(1− δ)

< βξ1 + β2η2φLL0ζ1 + β2φM(1− δ) < ∞. (63)

Therefore there exitsb∗0 ∈ (0, 1) such thatMC ∗(b
∗

0) = MB∗(b
∗

0).

To prove thatb∗0 is unique we observe thatMC ∗(b0) > 0 and

MC
′

∗
(b0)b0

MC ∗(b0)
=

b0
1− b0

+ 1− γ > 0 (64)
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for all b0 ∈ (0, 1). Moreover,

MC
′′

∗
(b0)b0

MC
′

∗
(b0)

= 2

(

b0
1−b0

)2

+ (1− γ)
(

b0
1−b0

)

− γ(1−γ)
2

b0
1−b0

+ 1− γ
, (65)

implying that

MC
′′

∗
(b0) > 0 ⇐⇒ b0 > b̃ =

(1 + γ)1/2(1− γ)1/2 − (1− γ)

(1 + γ)1/2(1− γ)1/2 + (1 + γ)
. (66)

Hence,MC ∗ is increasing and strictly convex in the open interval(b̃, 1).

ConcerningMB∗(b0) we have

MB
′

∗
(b0) = −

∂M1

∂b0
β2φLζ

2
1L2 > 0 (67)

for all b ∈ (0, 1), where

∂M1

∂b0
= −

2

MC ∗(b0)b0

(

b0
1− b0

+ (1− α)(1− γ)

)

< 0. (68)

Moreover,
MB

′′

∗
(b0)

MB
′

∗

= −
∂M1

∂b0
(ζ1 −Ψ(b0)) , (69)

where

Ψ(b0) =
s+ 1−α

α
[2− γ(1− b0)]

(s+ 1−α
α

[1 − γ(1− b0)])2
(1− γ)b0
2γµ(b0L0)γ

. (70)

Since ζ1 < ζ̄ ≤ Ψ(b0) for all b0 ∈ [b̃, 1] by assumption, this implies that

MB∗(b0) is increasing and strictly concave on the interval[b̃, 1). Therefore,

if b∗0 is not in(0, b̃], the solution must be unique.

Defineb andb̄ implicitly by

MC ∗(b) = β2φM(1− δ), (71)

MC ∗(b̄) = βξ1 + β2η2φLL0ζ1 + β2φM(1− δ), (72)

so that (62), (63), and (64) implyMC ∗(b0) < MB∗(b0) for all b0 ∈ (0, b] and

MC ∗(b0) > MB∗(b0) for all b0 ∈ [b̄, 1). Then,b < b∗0 < b̄. Sinceα < ᾱ by
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assumption, we have

MC ∗(b̃) = α

(

γ
1− b̃

b̃
µ(b̃L0)

γ

)

−1

≤ ᾱ

(

γ
1− b̃

b̃
µ(b̃L0)

γ

)

−1

≤ β2φM(1− β) = MC ∗(b), (73)

so that̃b ≤ b < b∗0 < b̄. We conclude thatb∗0 is unique.

The uniqueness ofb∗0 implies that

MC
′

∗
(b0)
∣

∣

b0=b∗
0

> MB
′

∗
(b0)
∣

∣

b0=b∗
0

. (74)

SinceMB
′

∗
(b0) = 2∂MB i,0/∂bi,0, this yields (52).

Finally, sinceb∗0 < b̄ < 1 andµ < µ̄,

γ

(

1− α

α

)

1− b∗0
b∗0

− 1 > γ

(

1− α

α

)

1− b̄

b̄
− 1

=
1− α

βµ(b̄L0)γ
1

MC ∗(b̄)

>
1

µ̄

1− α

[βξ1 + β2η2φLL0ζ1 + β2φM(1− δ)]Lγ
0

> 0, (75)

implying (61). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Asymmetric case

Now we are ready to prove the existence of an equilibrium in the more general

case. Since we know that the symmetric equilibrium exists for each set of pa-

rameters inΘ0, the model is likely to have equilibria in a neighborhood of each

θ ∈ Θ0, which includes the case of asymmetric regions as well. The next lemma

formalizes this idea.

Lemma 2. There exists an open setΘ∗ such that (a)Θ∗ ⊃ Θ0 andΘ∗ 6= Θ0;

(b) for eachθ ∈ Θ∗, there exists a Nash equilibrium which is characterized by

(13), (14), and (52); and (c) the equilibrium is continuously differentiable with

respect to each parameter.

Proof. Define a functionF : (0, 1)× (0, 1)×Θ → R
2 such that

F (bn,0, bs,0, θ) = [Fn(bn,0, bs,0, θ), Fs(bn,0, bs,0, θ)] , (76)
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where

Fi(bn,0, bs,0, θ) = MC i,0(bi,0)−MB i,0(bn,0, bs,0) (77)

for eachi ∈ {n, s}. We know from Lemma 1 that, for eachθ ∈ Θ0, there exists

b∗0 ∈ (0, 1) such that

F (b∗n,0, b
∗

s,0, θ) = [Fn(b
∗

n,0, b
∗

s,0, θ), Fs(b
∗

n,0, b
∗

s,0, θ)] = (0, 0), (78)

whereb∗n,0 = b∗s,n = b∗0. Fix θ ∈ Θ0 and observe that

∂Fi(bn,0, bs,0, θ)

∂bi,0

∣

∣

∣

∣

bn,0=bs,0=b∗
0

= MC
′

∗
(b∗0)−

1

2
MB

′

∗
(b∗0), (79)

and, forj 6= i,

∂Fi(bn,0, bs,0, θ)

∂bj,0

∣

∣

∣

∣

bn,0=bs,0=b∗
0

= −
1

2
MB

′(b∗0). (80)

The Jacobian ofF at (b∗n,0, b
∗

s,0, θ) is then given by

det

(

MC
′

∗
(b∗n,0)−

1
2
MB

′

∗
(b∗n,0) −1

2
MB

′

∗
(b∗n,0)

−1
2
MB

′

∗
(b∗s,0) MC

′

∗
(b∗s,0)−

1
2
MB

′

∗
(b∗s,0)

)

= (MC
′

∗
(b∗0))

2
−MC

′

∗
(b∗0)MB

′

∗
(b∗0)

= MC
′

∗
(b∗0) (MC

′

∗
(b∗0)−MB

′

∗
(b∗0)) > 0, (81)

where the inequality follows from (74). Then, by the implicit function theorem,

there exists an open setΘ∗(θ) such that (a)θ ∈ Θ∗(θ); (b) for eachθ′ ∈ Θ∗(θ),

there exists a Nash equilibrium which is characterized by (13), (14), and (52);

and (c) the equilibrium is continuously differentiable with respect to each pa-

rameter. PuttingΘ∗ = ∪θ∈Θ0
Θ∗(θ) completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Lemma 2 shows that an equilibrium exists not only in the case with sym-

metric regions, but also in the case with asymmetric regions, as long as the two

regions are ‘sufficiently’ homogeneous. The lemma does not state how much

regions may differ from each other.
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Proof of Proposition 2

See text in Section 3.

Proof of Proposition 3

See text in Section 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 4

By taking the total derivative ofMC i,0(bi,0) = MB i,0(bn,0, bs,0) with respect to

R0, we obtain

dbs,0
dR0

= Γs
∂MB s,0

∂R0
,

dbn,0
dR0

= Γn
∂MB s,0

∂R0
, (82)

where

Γs =

∂MCn,0

∂bn,0
−

∂MBn,0

∂bn,0
(

∂MC s,0

∂bs,0
−

∂MBs,0

∂bs,0

)(

∂MCn,0

∂bn,0
−

∂MBn,0

∂bn,0

)

−
∂MBs,0

∂bn,0

∂MBn,0

∂bs,0

(83)

and

Γn =

∂MBn,0

∂bs,0

∂MCn,0

∂bn,0
−

∂MBn,0

∂bn,0

Γs. (84)

We need to show thatΓs andΓn are both strictly positive. Lemma 2 shows that,

at equilibrium, (52) holds fori = n, s. Hence,

(

∂MC s,0

∂bs,0
−

∂MB s,0

∂bs,0

)(

∂MC n,0

∂bn,0
−

∂MBn,0

∂bn,0

)

−
∂MB s,0

∂bn,0

∂MBn,0

∂bs,0

>

(

2
∂MB s,0

∂bs,0
−

∂MB s,0

∂bs,0

)(

2
∂MBn,0

∂bn,0
−

∂MBn,0

∂bn,0

)

−
∂MB s,0

∂bn,0

∂MBn,0

∂bs,0

= 0. (85)

This, together with (83), proves thatΓs > 0. Combining this result with (84)

proves thatΓn > 0 as well, because∂MBn,0/∂bn,0 > 0.
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Proof of Proposition 5

To prove the first part of the proposition, we have

lim
δr→0

∂MB s,0

∂R0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

= −β2φs,Lζs(0)ζ
′

s(0)M0Ls,2 > 0. (86)

If ∂MB s,0/∂R0 > 0 for all δr ∈ (0, 1), put δ̄r = 1 and the result follows. If

∂MB s,0/∂R0 ≤ 0 for someδr ∈ (0, 1), there must exist̃δr ∈ (0, 1) such that

∂MB s,0/∂R0 = 0, because∂MB s,0/∂R0 is continuous inδr. Letting δ̄r be the

smallest value of such̃δr’s, the result follows.

To prove the second part, we have

∂MB s,0

∂R0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

= βδrξ
′

s(0)− β2φs,LLs,2 (δr [ζs(0)M1 − 1] + ζs(0)M0) ζ
′

s(0).

(87)

SinceM1 ≥ (1− δ)M0 ≥ 1/ζs(0), the term in square brackets is non-negative.

Then, putting

ζ̄ ′s =
δrξ

′

s(0)

βφs,LLs,2 (δr [ζs(0)M1 − 1] + ζs(0)M0)
< 0, (88)

yields the result.

Proof of Proposition 6

By combining (29), (30), (31), (33), and (36), we obtain

dM2

dR0

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0=0

= ν0[ζ
′

s(0)− ζ̄ ′s] + ν1ζ
′

s(0), (89)

where

ν1 = γ
1− bs,1
bs,1

µ(bs,1Ls,1)
γ

(

γbs,1
1− γ + γbs,1

)

M0 > 0, (90)

ν0 = (1− δ)(λn + λs)β
2φs,LLs,2 (δr [ζs(0)M1 − 1] + ζs(0)M0) > 0, (91)

and

λi =
1

1− bi,0

(

bi,0
1− bi,0

+ (1− α)(1− γ)

)

Pi,0

1− α

1

bi,0
> 0 (92)
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for i = n, s. Therefore, putting

ζ̃ ′s =
ν0

ν0 + ν1
ζ̄ ′s > ζ̄ ′s, (93)

yields the result.

Proof of Proposition 7

The envelope theorem implies that the second-order effectscancel out, so that

(40) boils down to

dWn(τ)

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

= −1 −MBn,0
dEs,0

R0
Yn,0 − βMBn,1

dEs,1

R0
Yn,0

= −1 − ν3[ζ
′

s(0)− ζ̄ ′s]Yn,0 − ν4ζ
′

s(0)Yn,0, (94)

where

ν3 = MBn,0

(

bn,0
1− bn,0

+ (1− α)(1− γ)

)

Ps,0

1− α

Γs

bs,0

× β2φs,L(δr[ζs(0)M1 − 1] + ζs(0)M0) > 0 (95)

and

ν4 = MBn,1

(

γbs,1
1− γ + γbs,1

)

α

1− α
Ps,1M0 > 0. (96)

Hence, defining

ζ̂ ′s = −
1

(ν3 + ν4)Yn,0
+

ν3
ν3 + ν4

ζ̄ ′s (97)

yields the first part of the proposition.

For the second part, notice thatΩn,0 only affectsYn,0 and thatlimΩn→∞ Yn,0 =

∞. Therefore,

lim
Ωn,0→∞

ζ̂ ′s =
ν3

ν3 + ν4
ζ̄ ′s > ζ̄ ′s, (98)

which showsζ̂ ′s > ζ̄ ′s for sufficiently largeΩn,0. As for the welfare effect in

South, the envelope theorem shows that

dWs(τ)

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

= −
(

ξ′s(0) + βαζ ′s(0) + β2φs,LLs,2ζ
′

s(0)
)

M0Yn,0

−
(

βξ′s(0) + β2φs,LLs,2ζ
′

s(0)
)

δrM1Yn,0 > 0, (99)
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completing the proof.
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